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Abstract
Opinion summarization has been tradition-
ally approached with unsupervised, weakly-
supervised and few-shot learning techniques.
In this work, we collect a large dataset of
summaries paired with user reviews for over
31,000 products, enabling supervised training.
However, the number of reviews per product
is large (320 on average), making summariza-
tion – and especially training a summarizer –
impractical. Moreover, the content of many
reviews is not reflected in the human-written
summaries, and, thus, the summarizer trained
on random review subsets hallucinates. In or-
der to deal with both of these challenges, we
formulate the task as jointly learning to se-
lect informative subsets of reviews and sum-
marizing the opinions expressed in these sub-
sets. The choice of the review subset is treated
as a latent variable, predicted by a small and
simple selector. The subset is then fed into a
more powerful summarizer. For joint training,
we use amortized variational inference and pol-
icy gradient methods. Our experiments demon-
strate the importance of selecting informative
reviews resulting in improved quality of sum-
maries and reduced hallucinations.

1 Introduction

Summarization of user opinions expressed in on-
line resources, such as blogs, reviews, social media,
or internet forums, has drawn much attention due
to its potential for various information access ap-
plications, such as creating digests, search, and
report generation (Hu and Liu, 2004; Medhat et al.,
2014; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018; Amplayo and
Lapata, 2021a). Although significant progress has
been observed in supervised summarization in non-
subjective context, such as news articles (Rush
et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; See et al., 2017;
Lebanoff et al., 2018; Gehrmann et al., 2018; Fab-
bri et al., 2019; Laban et al., 2020), modern deep
learning methods rely on large amounts of an-
notated data that are not readily available in the

Verdict
If you like the idea of a glass feeder, this
is the one to get. It has a lot to offer for
the price.

Pros
• Has a large opening that makes it easy
to get in and out of the feeder
• Has a nice design that’s easy to clean

Cons
• The lid is a little flimsy, and it’s not as
durable as some of the other models

Reviews

... looks just as nice as the glass feeders
|| ... Very happy with the value, quality
and function ... || ... the cheapest most
flexible "jar" I’ve ever seen ... || ... Nice
large opening so it’s easy to pour the
sugar water || ... This feeder has a nice
large opening ... || ... this is the perfect
design and size ... ||The hummingbirds
liked it and had no trouble feeding or
perching.... || ... The main compartment
is easy to clean... || ... The top is a little
flimsy ... || ... it fell out of the hanger
it broke for good ... there are so many
other nice ones out there that have glass
"jar’s" or at least sturdier plastic ... || ...
The tray is easy to clean ...

Table 1: Example summary generated by SELSUM
with colored alignment to the input reviews. The re-
views are truncated and delimited with ‘||’.

opinion-summarization domain and expensive to
produce. Specifically, the annotated datasets range
from 50 to 200 annotated products (Chu and Liu,
2019; Bražinskas et al., 2020b; Angelidis and Lap-
ata, 2018; Angelidis et al., 2020).

The absence of large high-quality resources for
supervised learning has called for creative solu-
tions in the past. There is a long history of apply-
ing unsupervised and weakly-supervised methods
to opinion summarization (Mei et al., 2007; Titov
and McDonald, 2008; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018;
Chu and Liu, 2019; Amplayo and Lapata, 2020;
Bražinskas et al., 2020b).

In this work, we introduce the largest multi-
document opinion summarization dataset AMA-
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SUM consisting of verdicts, pros and cons for
more than 31,000 summarized Amazon products,
as shown in Table 1. The summaries were written
by professional product reviewers guiding online
audience to make better purchasing decisions. In
turn, each product is linked to more than 320 re-
views, on average. This, however, makes it vir-
tually impossible to train a conventional encoder-
decoder model using standard hardware. Moreover,
not all reviews cover the summary content. Thus,
training to predict summaries based on random re-
view subsets results in hallucinations, as we will
empirically demonstrate in Sec. 5.2. This calls
for specialized methods selecting smaller subsets
of relevant reviews that are fed to a summarizer.
We explore this direction by introducing SELSUM

that jointly learns to select and summarize review
subsets using amortized variational inference and
policy gradient optimization (Kingma and Welling,
2013; Mnih and Gregor, 2014; Deng et al., 2018),
as depicted in Fig. 1.

To select relevant review subsets in training, we
utilize the summary to pre-compute lexical features.
Then we score review relevance with a tiny neural
selector that has only 0.1% of the deep encoder’s
parameters. These simple features, as opposed to
deep encoder representations, allow us to select
reviews from large collections without a significant
computational burden. Subsequently, only selected
reviews are encoded by an ‘expensive’ encoder, in
order to predict the summary. To select quality re-
view subsets in test time, when the summary is not
available, we approximate the summary relevance
using another neural selector. In our experiments,
we show the importance of accurate review selec-
tion, affecting the summarizer in training and its
output in testing. Furthermore, we show that our
model outperforms alternatives in terms of ROUGE
scores and content fidelity. All in all, our contribu-
tions can be summarized as follows1:

• We provide the largest dataset for multi-
document opinion summarization;

• We propose an end-to-end model selecting
and summarizing reviews;

• We empirically demonstrate superiority of our
model to alternatives.

1The codebase and dataset are available at https://
github.com/abrazinskas/SelSum.

2 Dataset

The dataset (AMASUM) is based on sum-
maries for consumer products written by pro-
fessional reviewers, in English. We focused
on four main professional product review plat-
forms: bestreviews.com (BR); cnet.com;
pmag.co.uk (PM); runrepeat.com (RR).
The former three mostly offer content for electronic
consumer products, while the last one for sport
shoes. These summaries provide a quick-glance
overview of a product to help users make informed
purchases. Unlike customer reviewers on public
platforms, such as Amazon, professional reviewers
concentrate on quality writing and deliberately uti-
lize many sources of information. These sources
include reading customer reviews on public plat-
forms, making online research, asking expert users
for an opinion, and testing products themselves. In
general, the summaries come in two forms. The
first ones are verdicts, usually a few sentences em-
phasizing the most important points about a prod-
uct. The second ones are pros and cons, where
the most important positive and negative details
about a product are presented. These tend to be
more detailed, and focus on fine-grained product
aspects, such as Bluetooth connectivity, resolution,
and CPU clock speed.

As content providers compete for online users,
the summaries are what the user wants as opposed
to what researchers believe the user wants. This
is in contrast to crowd-sourcing where researchers
bias the worker writing process with assumptions
about what constitutes a good summary. The as-
sumptions are rarely verified by a marketing re-
search or user testing. In turn, this has lead to
a large variance of summary styles and composi-
tion even in the same domain (Angelidis and La-
pata, 2018; Chu and Liu, 2019; Bražinskas et al.,
2020b,a).

2.1 Content Extraction

We wrote HTML scraping programs for each plat-
form and extracted segments containing verdicts,
and pros and cons. Further, from advertisement
links we extracted Amazon standard identification
numbers (ASINs) which allowed us to identify
what Amazon products are reviewed and link sum-
maries to the Amazon product catalog.

We used various paid services to obtain Amazon
reviews and product metadata. We fetched verified
reviews for all products, and utilized unverified

https://github.com/abrazinskas/SelSum
https://github.com/abrazinskas/SelSum
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…
<latexit sha1_base64="ywA8y+kojLV/BZlpnj0OXT097KE=">AAAB6nicbZDPSgMxEMYnVWutVqs9egkWwYOUXUH0WPDisaL9A+1Ssmm2Dc1mlyQrLEsfwYsHRbz6RN58GMFs24O2fhD48X0zZGb8WHBtHOcLFTY2t4rbpZ3y7l5l/6B6eNTRUaIoa9NIRKrnE80El6xtuBGsFytGQl+wrj+9yfPuI1OaR/LBpDHzQjKWPOCUGGvdq6E7rNadhjMXXgd3CfUmGtS+K8W0Nax+DkYRTUImDRVE677rxMbLiDKcCjYrDxLNYkKnZMz6FiUJmfay+agzfGqdEQ4iZZ80eO7+7shIqHUa+rYyJGaiV7Pc/C/rJya49jIu48QwSRcfBYnAJsL53njEFaNGpBYIVdzOiumEKEKNvU7ZHsFdXXkdOhcN97Lh3Ln15jksVIJjOIEzcOEKmnALLWgDhTE8wQu8IoGe0Rt6X5QW0LKnBn+EPn4A+VCPvg==</latexit>r1
<latexit sha1_base64="ywA8y+kojLV/BZlpnj0OXT097KE=">AAAB6nicbZDPSgMxEMYnVWutVqs9egkWwYOUXUH0WPDisaL9A+1Ssmm2Dc1mlyQrLEsfwYsHRbz6RN58GMFs24O2fhD48X0zZGb8WHBtHOcLFTY2t4rbpZ3y7l5l/6B6eNTRUaIoa9NIRKrnE80El6xtuBGsFytGQl+wrj+9yfPuI1OaR/LBpDHzQjKWPOCUGGvdq6E7rNadhjMXXgd3CfUmGtS+K8W0Nax+DkYRTUImDRVE677rxMbLiDKcCjYrDxLNYkKnZMz6FiUJmfay+agzfGqdEQ4iZZ80eO7+7shIqHUa+rYyJGaiV7Pc/C/rJya49jIu48QwSRcfBYnAJsL53njEFaNGpBYIVdzOiumEKEKNvU7ZHsFdXXkdOhcN97Lh3Ln15jksVIJjOIEzcOEKmnALLWgDhTE8wQu8IoGe0Rt6X5QW0LKnBn+EPn4A+VCPvg==</latexit>r1

<latexit sha1_base64="J6fPb9ZwlXK4Fq+aR4wBnyT7t3Q=">AAAB6nicbZDNSgMxFIVvqtZarVa7dBMsggspM0LRZcGNK6lof6AdSibNtKGZzJBkhGHoI7hxoYhbn8idDyOY/iy09UDg45x7yb3XjwXXxnG+UG5jcyu/Xdgp7u6V9g/Kh0dtHSWKshaNRKS6PtFMcMlahhvBurFiJPQF6/iT61neeWRK80g+mDRmXkhGkgecEmOtezW4HZSrTs2ZC6+Du4RqA/Ur36V82hyUP/vDiCYhk4YKonXPdWLjZUQZTgWbFvuJZjGhEzJiPYuShEx72XzUKT61zhAHkbJPGjx3f3dkJNQ6DX1bGRIz1qvZzPwv6yUmuPIyLuPEMEkXHwWJwCbCs73xkCtGjUgtEKq4nRXTMVGEGnudoj2Cu7ryOrQvam695ty51cY5LFSAYziBM3DhEhpwA01oAYURPMELvCKBntEbel+U5tCypwJ/hD5+ACVTj9s=</latexit>rN
<latexit sha1_base64="J6fPb9ZwlXK4Fq+aR4wBnyT7t3Q=">AAAB6nicbZDNSgMxFIVvqtZarVa7dBMsggspM0LRZcGNK6lof6AdSibNtKGZzJBkhGHoI7hxoYhbn8idDyOY/iy09UDg45x7yb3XjwXXxnG+UG5jcyu/Xdgp7u6V9g/Kh0dtHSWKshaNRKS6PtFMcMlahhvBurFiJPQF6/iT61neeWRK80g+mDRmXkhGkgecEmOtezW4HZSrTs2ZC6+Du4RqA/Ur36V82hyUP/vDiCYhk4YKonXPdWLjZUQZTgWbFvuJZjGhEzJiPYuShEx72XzUKT61zhAHkbJPGjx3f3dkJNQ6DX1bGRIz1qvZzPwv6yUmuPIyLuPEMEkXHwWJwCbCs73xkCtGjUgtEKq4nRXTMVGEGnudoj2Cu7ryOrQvam695ty51cY5LFSAYziBM3DhEhpwA01oAYURPMELvCKBntEbel+U5tCypwJ/hD5+ACVTj9s=</latexit>rN

<latexit sha1_base64="KWAmDDKGKz7qlNAn1aE3ZjTIDrM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5IURI8FLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrWNUmmGe+wRCa6H1LDpVC8gwIl76ea0ziUvBdO7xZ+74lrIxL1iLOUBzEdKxEJRtFKvlAENRVKqPGwWnMb7hJkk3gFqUGB9rD6NRglLIu5QiapMb7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHXPfUkVjboJ8efKcXFllRKJE21JIlurviZzGxszi0HbGFCdm3VuI/3l+htFtkAuVZsgVWy2KMkkwIYv/yUhozlDOLKFMC3srYROqKUObUsWG4K2/vEm6zYZ33XAfmrVWvYijDBdwCXXw4AZacA9t6ACDBJ7hFd4cdF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wc9opEj</latexit>

in training
<latexit sha1_base64="KWAmDDKGKz7qlNAn1aE3ZjTIDrM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5IURI8FLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrWNUmmGe+wRCa6H1LDpVC8gwIl76ea0ziUvBdO7xZ+74lrIxL1iLOUBzEdKxEJRtFKvlAENRVKqPGwWnMb7hJkk3gFqUGB9rD6NRglLIu5QiapMb7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHXPfUkVjboJ8efKcXFllRKJE21JIlurviZzGxszi0HbGFCdm3VuI/3l+htFtkAuVZsgVWy2KMkkwIYv/yUhozlDOLKFMC3srYROqKUObUsWG4K2/vEm6zYZ33XAfmrVWvYijDBdwCXXw4AZacA9t6ACDBJ7hFd4cdF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wc9opEj</latexit>

in training
<latexit sha1_base64="KWAmDDKGKz7qlNAn1aE3ZjTIDrM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5IURI8FLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrWNUmmGe+wRCa6H1LDpVC8gwIl76ea0ziUvBdO7xZ+74lrIxL1iLOUBzEdKxEJRtFKvlAENRVKqPGwWnMb7hJkk3gFqUGB9rD6NRglLIu5QiapMb7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHXPfUkVjboJ8efKcXFllRKJE21JIlurviZzGxszi0HbGFCdm3VuI/3l+htFtkAuVZsgVWy2KMkkwIYv/yUhozlDOLKFMC3srYROqKUObUsWG4K2/vEm6zYZ33XAfmrVWvYijDBdwCXXw4AZacA9t6ACDBJ7hFd4cdF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wc9opEj</latexit>

in training
<latexit sha1_base64="KWAmDDKGKz7qlNAn1aE3ZjTIDrM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5IURI8FLx4r2A9IQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrWNUmmGe+wRCa6H1LDpVC8gwIl76ea0ziUvBdO7xZ+74lrIxL1iLOUBzEdKxEJRtFKvlAENRVKqPGwWnMb7hJkk3gFqUGB9rD6NRglLIu5QiapMb7nphjkVKNgks8rg8zwlLIpHXPfUkVjboJ8efKcXFllRKJE21JIlurviZzGxszi0HbGFCdm3VuI/3l+htFtkAuVZsgVWy2KMkkwIYv/yUhozlDOLKFMC3srYROqKUObUsWG4K2/vEm6zYZ33XAfmrVWvYijDBdwCXXw4AZacA9t6ACDBJ7hFd4cdF6cd+dj1Vpyiplz+APn8wc9opEj</latexit>

in training
<latexit sha1_base64="FJydbhPQAFpXdqmenyFnlcnj2Do=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNtAgVSpkRRNFNwY0gagX7wLYMmUymDc1kxiQjlHHWbvwVNy4UcesXuHPlr5g+Ftp64HIP59xLco8bMSqVZX0ZU9Mzs3PzmYXs4tLyyqq5tl6VYSwwqeCQhaLuIkkY5aSiqGKkHgmCApeRmts96fu1OyIkDfm16kWkFaA2pz7FSGnJMbdunaQZdWiab3aQgsJJ7KOz9H7QL9IClLuOmbOK1gBwktgjkiuZ55ffx95N2TE/m16I44BwhRmSsmFbkWolSCiKGUmzzViSCOEuapOGphwFRLaSwSkp3NGKB/1Q6OIKDtTfGwkKpOwFrp4MkOrIca8v/uc1YuUfthLKo1gRjocP+TGDKoT9XKBHBcGK9TRBWFD9V4g7SCCsdHpZHYI9fvIkqe4V7f2idWXnSgUwRAZsgm2QBzY4ACVwCsqgAjB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8D0enjNHOBvgD4+MHc4ScTw==</latexit>

q�(r̂1:K |r1:N , s)
<latexit sha1_base64="FJydbhPQAFpXdqmenyFnlcnj2Do=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNtAgVSpkRRNFNwY0gagX7wLYMmUymDc1kxiQjlHHWbvwVNy4UcesXuHPlr5g+Ftp64HIP59xLco8bMSqVZX0ZU9Mzs3PzmYXs4tLyyqq5tl6VYSwwqeCQhaLuIkkY5aSiqGKkHgmCApeRmts96fu1OyIkDfm16kWkFaA2pz7FSGnJMbdunaQZdWiab3aQgsJJ7KOz9H7QL9IClLuOmbOK1gBwktgjkiuZ55ffx95N2TE/m16I44BwhRmSsmFbkWolSCiKGUmzzViSCOEuapOGphwFRLaSwSkp3NGKB/1Q6OIKDtTfGwkKpOwFrp4MkOrIca8v/uc1YuUfthLKo1gRjocP+TGDKoT9XKBHBcGK9TRBWFD9V4g7SCCsdHpZHYI9fvIkqe4V7f2idWXnSgUwRAZsgm2QBzY4ACVwCsqgAjB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8D0enjNHOBvgD4+MHc4ScTw==</latexit>

q�(r̂1:K |r1:N , s)

<latexit sha1_base64="bt6pJkrAXnsmSAKNWlm2vjN08H0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoiiKKbghtB1Ar2gU0Ik8mkHTp5MDMRSszOjb/ixoUibv0Fd678FadpF1o9cLmHc+5l5h43ZlRIw/jUClPTM7NzxfnSwuLS8oq+utYUUcIxaeCIRbztIkEYDUlDUslIO+YEBS4jLbd/MvRbt4QLGoXXchATO0DdkPoUI6kkR9+MndSKBc0qVg9JyJ3UPDrL7vJ+ke04etmoGjngX2KOSbmmn19+HXs3dUf/sLwIJwEJJWZIiI5pxNJOEZcUM5KVrESQGOE+6pKOoiEKiLDT/I4MbivFg37EVYUS5urPjRQFQgwCV00GSPbEpDcU//M6ifQP7ZSGcSJJiEcP+QmDMoLDUKBHOcGSDRRBmFP1V4h7iCMsVXQlFYI5efJf0tyrmvtV48os13bBCEWwAbZABZjgANTAKaiDBsDgHjyCZ/CiPWhP2qv2NhotaOOddfAL2vs30MCbfA==</latexit>

p (r̂1:K |r1:N )
<latexit sha1_base64="bt6pJkrAXnsmSAKNWlm2vjN08H0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoiiKKbghtB1Ar2gU0Ik8mkHTp5MDMRSszOjb/ixoUibv0Fd678FadpF1o9cLmHc+5l5h43ZlRIw/jUClPTM7NzxfnSwuLS8oq+utYUUcIxaeCIRbztIkEYDUlDUslIO+YEBS4jLbd/MvRbt4QLGoXXchATO0DdkPoUI6kkR9+MndSKBc0qVg9JyJ3UPDrL7vJ+ke04etmoGjngX2KOSbmmn19+HXs3dUf/sLwIJwEJJWZIiI5pxNJOEZcUM5KVrESQGOE+6pKOoiEKiLDT/I4MbivFg37EVYUS5urPjRQFQgwCV00GSPbEpDcU//M6ifQP7ZSGcSJJiEcP+QmDMoLDUKBHOcGSDRRBmFP1V4h7iCMsVXQlFYI5efJf0tyrmvtV48os13bBCEWwAbZABZjgANTAKaiDBsDgHjyCZ/CiPWhP2qv2NhotaOOddfAL2vs30MCbfA==</latexit>

p (r̂1:K |r1:N )
<latexit sha1_base64="JeQZ/5i2yuP2h1jHWUArm//gE4k=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsB0WPAi8cI5oFJCLOTTjJkdnaZ6RVCyF948aCIV//Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHeFiZKWfP/b29jc2t7Zze3l9w8Oj44LJ6cNG6dGYF3EKjatkFtUUmOdJClsJQZ5FCpshuPbud98QmNlrB9okmA34kMtB1JwctKj1IzQktTDXqHol/0F2DoJMlKEDLVe4avTj0UaoSahuLXtwE+oO+WGpFA4y3dSiwkXYz7EtqOaR2i708XFM3bplD4bxMaVJrZQf09MeWTtJApdZ8RpZFe9ufif105pcNOdSp2khFosFw1SxShm8/dZXxoUpCaOcGGku5WJETdckAsp70IIVl9eJ41KObgq+/eVYrWUxZGDc7iAEgRwDVW4gxrUQYCGZ3iFN896L96797Fs3fCymTP4A+/zB4ZckLs=</latexit>

in testing
<latexit sha1_base64="JeQZ/5i2yuP2h1jHWUArm//gE4k=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsB0WPAi8cI5oFJCLOTTjJkdnaZ6RVCyF948aCIV//Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHeFiZKWfP/b29jc2t7Zze3l9w8Oj44LJ6cNG6dGYF3EKjatkFtUUmOdJClsJQZ5FCpshuPbud98QmNlrB9okmA34kMtB1JwctKj1IzQktTDXqHol/0F2DoJMlKEDLVe4avTj0UaoSahuLXtwE+oO+WGpFA4y3dSiwkXYz7EtqOaR2i708XFM3bplD4bxMaVJrZQf09MeWTtJApdZ8RpZFe9ufif105pcNOdSp2khFosFw1SxShm8/dZXxoUpCaOcGGku5WJETdckAsp70IIVl9eJ41KObgq+/eVYrWUxZGDc7iAEgRwDVW4gxrUQYCGZ3iFN896L96797Fs3fCymTP4A+/zB4ZckLs=</latexit>

in testing

<latexit sha1_base64="C1MM+zQ7en/FyNzAyBBIA6AFt+c=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVVQ7X7CL9lhkHpwpFC7evu723yvf5Xb+o9WJWBJgqJmgSjUdO9ZuSqXmTOAw10oUxpT1aRebBkMaoHLT8aBDcmicDvEjaV6oydj93ZHSQKlB4JnKgOqems1G5n9ZM9H+uZvyME40hmzykZ8IoiMy2pp0uESmxcAAZZKbWQnrUUmZNrfJmSM4syvPQ+2k6JwW7YpTKB3DRFnYgwM4AgfOoARXUIYqMEC4h0d4sm6sB+vZepmUZqxpzy78kfX6A9SXkVU=</latexit>s<latexit sha1_base64="C1MM+zQ7en/FyNzAyBBIA6AFt+c=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVVQ7X7CL9lhkHpwpFC7evu723yvf5Xb+o9WJWBJgqJmgSjUdO9ZuSqXmTOAw10oUxpT1aRebBkMaoHLT8aBDcmicDvEjaV6oydj93ZHSQKlB4JnKgOqems1G5n9ZM9H+uZvyME40hmzykZ8IoiMy2pp0uESmxcAAZZKbWQnrUUmZNrfJmSM4syvPQ+2k6JwW7YpTKB3DRFnYgwM4AgfOoARXUIYqMEC4h0d4sm6sB+vZepmUZqxpzy78kfX6A9SXkVU=</latexit>s
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Figure 1: The SELSUM model is trained to select and summarize a subset of relevant reviews r̂1:K from a full
set r1:N using the approximate posterior qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N , s). To yield review subsets in test time, we fit and use a
parametrized prior pψ(r̂1:K |r1:N ).

ones only for unpopular products (< 50 reviews).
We also utilized a publicly available Amazon re-
view dataset (Ni et al., 2019).

2.2 Filtering
We removed all reviews that have less than 10 and
more than 120 words. We also removed all un-
popular products that have less than 10 reviews.
Further, we removed all summaries that have less
than 5 words, and all instances that have either ver-
dict or pros or cons missing. The overall statistics
comparing our final dataset to available alternatives
are shown in Table 2. Our dataset is substantially
larger than the alternatives, both in terms of number
of summaries and their associated reviews.

2.3 Summary Statistics
We analyzed summaries from different platforms
in terms of their lengths and ROUGE recall with
respect to reviews, as shown in Table 3. First of all,
verdicts tend to be shorter than pros and cons, and
concentrate on fewer aspects. They also exhibit
higher word overlap to user reviews as indicated
by higher ROUGE scores. We also observed that
pros and cons tend to concentrate on specific prod-
uct features, which can often be found in product
meta information (product description, the bullet
list of features). Cons tend to be shorter than pros,
we believe, primarily because most summarized
products are rated highly (4.32/5.0 on average).

3 Approach

As summaries are written mostly for popular prod-
ucts, with more than 320 reviews on average, it is
computationally challenging to encode and attend
all the available ones to decode the summary. To
alleviate this problem, we propose to condition the

decoder on a smaller subset of reviews. However,
as not all reviews provide a good content cover-
age of the summary. Thus, training on random
subsets leads to hallucinations, as we will show
in Sec. 5.2. Instead, we propose to learn a review
selector, which chooses reviews guided by the sum-
mary. We frame this as a latent variable modeling
problem (the selection is latent) and rely on the
variational inference framework to train the selec-
tor, see Sec. 3.2. The selector (the approximate
posterior) is a neural module assessing the review-
summary relevance using pre-computed lexical fea-
tures, thus, efficiently selecting from large review
collections. Further, the selected reviews are de-
coded to the summary, as illustrated in Fig. 1. To
select reviews in test time, we train a review selec-
tor that does not rely on the summary, as presented
in Sec. 3.3.

3.1 Probabilistic Framing

Let {ri1:N , si}Mi=1 be reviews-summary pairs, and
let r̂1:K be a reduced subset of reviews, where
K < N , and each variable follows a categorical
distribution. As review subsets r̂1:K are unknown
in advance, they are latent variables in our model,
and both the full set r1:N and the summary s are ob-
served variables. To maximize the log-likelihood
shown in Eq. 1, we have to marginalize over all
possible review subsets.

log pθ(s|r1:N ) = log E
r̂1:K∼p(r̂1:K |r1:N )

[pθ(s|r̂1:K)]
(1)

Unfortunately, the marginalization is intractable,
and thus we leverage the Jensen’s inequality (Boyd
and Vandenberghe, 2004) to obtain the lower bound
as shown in Eq. 2, which, in turn, is approximated
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Ent Rev/Ent Summaries (R) Type Domain
AMASUM (This work) 31,483 326 33,324 (1.06) Abs. Products
SPACE (Angelidis et al., 2020) 50 100 1,050 (3) Abs. Hotels
COPYCAT (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) 60 8 180 (3) Abs. Products
FEWSUM (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) 60 8 180 (3) Abs. Businesses
MEANSUM (Chu and Liu, 2019) 200 8 200 (1) Abs. Businesses
OPOSUM (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) 60 10 180 (3) Ext. Products

Table 2: Statistics comparing our dataset to alternatives; R stands for the number of references. For our dataset,
we show the average number of reviews and references per entity. We count verdicts, pros and cons of a product
as one summary.

Verdict Pros Cons
Len R1 R2 Len R1 R2 Len R1 R2

BR (27,329) 20.60 82.40 34.45 37.34 79.12 29.75 16.27 82.19 33.58
CNET (2,717) 29.74 81.05 34.72 32.08 77.85 30.04 25.11 75.16 25.84
PM (1,756) 30.23 76.08 28.28 20.78 65.53 16.09 14.33 62.08 13.81
RR (1,522) 77.86 60.45 13.12 120.04 59.44 13.47 43.36 63.11 16.02
All (33,324) 24.47 80.95 33.18 39.82 77.40 28.31 18.12 79.69 31.10

Table 3: Summary statistics of the dataset. The number of data points is in parentheses.

via Monte Carlo (MC).

log E
r̂1:K∼p(r̂1:K |r1:N )

[pθ(s|r̂1:K)] ≥

E
r̂1:K∼p(r̂1:K |r1:N )

[log pθ(s|r̂1:K)]
(2)

Here the latent subset r̂1:K is sampled from a prior
categorical distribution agnostic of the summary.
From the theoretical perspective, it can lead to a
large gap between the log-likelihood and the lower
bound, contributing to poor performance (Deng
et al., 2018). From the practical perspective, it can
result in the input reviews not covering the sum-
mary content, thus forcing the decoder in training
to predict ‘novel’ content. Consequently, this leads
to hallucinations (Maynez et al., 2020) in test time,
as we empirically demonstrate in Sec. 5.2.

3.2 Model
To address the previously mentioned problems,
we leverage amortized inference reducing the
gap (Kingma and Welling, 2013; Cremer et al.,
2018). And re-formulate the lower bound using
weighted sampling as shown in Eq. 3.

log E
r̂1:K∼p(r̂1:K |r1:N )

[pθ(s|r̂1:K)] ≥

E
r̂1:K∼qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N ,s)

[log pθ(s|r̂1:K)]−

DKL [qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N , s)||p(r̂1:K |r1:N )]

(3)

The first term, known as reconstruction, quan-
tifies the summary prediction quality with re-

view subsets selected by the approximate poste-
rior qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N , s). Unlike the prior, it selects
reviews relevant to the summary s, thus providing
a better content coverage of the summary. Hence, it
reduces the amount of ‘novel’ content the decoder
needs to predict. As we empirically demonstrate
in Sec. 5.2, this results in summaries with substan-
tially fewer hallucinations in test time. The sec-
ond term, the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD),
serves as a regularizer preventing the posterior from
deviating from the prior. We did not find it useful –
presumably because the latent space of our model
(i.e. the choice of reviews to summarize) has al-
ready very limited capacity – and do not use the
KLD term in training. Instead, after training, we fit
a rich prior (see Sec. 3.3).

3.2.1 Approximate Posterior

The distribution assigns a probability to every pos-
sible subset of reviews r̂1:K . However, this would
require us to consider N !/(N − K)!K! possible
combinations to normalize the distribution (Koller
and Friedman, 2009). To make it computationally
feasible, we assume a local, left-to-right factoriza-
tion (Larochelle and Murray, 2011), reducing the
complexity to O(KN):

qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N , s) =
K∏
k=1

qφ(r̂k|r1:N , r̂1:k−1, s).

(4)
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Technically, each local distribution can be com-
puted by softmax normalizing scores produced by
the inference network fφ(r̂k, r1:N , s). To represent
(r̂k, r1:N , s) input tuples, we use pre-computed lex-
ical features, such as ROUGE scores for (r̂k, s) and
(r̂k, r1:N ), and aspect-coverage metrics (see Ap-
pendix 8.7 and Section 5.3). This, in turn, allows
us to learn feature inter-dependencies and score
large collections of reviews in a fast and memory
efficient-manner.

To avoid duplicate reviews, we assume that r̂k
can be any review in the full collection r1:N ex-
cept previously selected ones in the partial sub-
set r̂1:k−1. To accommodate that, we ‘block’
scores for all previously selected reviews r̂1:k−1
as fφ(r̂k, r1:N , s) = − inf ∀r̂k ∈ r̂1:k−1. In prac-
tice, we compute logits once for r1:N , and then per-
form a progressive distribution re-normalization by
‘blocking’ logits for previously selected reviews.

3.2.2 Reconstruction
In training, we optimize parameters only for the
reconstruction term in Eq. 3. However, this opti-
mization is not straightforward as it requires back-
propagation through categorical samples r̂1:K to
compute a gradient estimate. Furthermore, it is
not possible to apply the re-parametrization trick
(Kingma and Welling, 2013) for categorical vari-
ables. On the other hand, the Gumbel-Softmax
trick (Jang et al., 2017), in its standard form, would
require encoding and backpropagating through all
possible review subsets, making it computation-
ally infeasible. Instead, we used REINFORCE
(Williams, 1992) that considers only a sampled
subset for gradient estimation,2 as shown in Eq. 5.
The notation is simplified to avoid clutter.

∇φ E
r̂1:K∼qφ(r̂k|r1:N ,r̂1:k−1,s)

[log pθ(s|r̂1:K)] =

E
r̂1:K∼qφ

[(log pθ(s|r̂1:K)− β(s))∇φ log qφ]
(5)

Here β(s) corresponds to a baseline reducing the
gradient variance (Greensmith et al., 2004). Specifi-
cally, we used an MC estimate of Eq. 2 by randomly
sampling review subsets. Moreover, we were sep-
arately updating the posterior and summarizer, in
the spirit of stochastic inference (Hoffman et al.,
2013). In turn, this made it computationally pos-
sible to further reduce the variance by estimating
Eq. 5 with more samples.

2We provide further discussion contrasting REINFORCE
and the Gumbel-Softmax trick in Appendix 8.1.

3.3 Fitting a Prior
The selector used in training (i.e the approximate
posterior qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N , s)) cannot be used in test
time, as it has a look-ahead to the summary s. In-
stead we need a prior pψ(r̂1:K |r1:N ). Since we
have not used any prior in training (i.e. ignored
the KLD term, Eq. 3), we, similarly in spirit to
Razavi et al. (2019), fit a parameterized prior after
training the summarizer, and then use the prior as
the test-time review selector.

Intuitively, the fitted prior tries to mimic predic-
tions of the approximate posterior without having
access to s. We care only about the mode of the
distribution, so, to simplify the task, we select the
most likely review subset from the posterior to train
the test time selector and frame it as a binary predic-
tion task. Let {ri1:N , si}Mi=1 be reviews-summary
pairs where we utilize qφ(r̂1:K |r1:N , s) to create
{ri1:N , di1:N}Mi=1 pairs. Here, dj is a binary tag in-
dicating whether the review rj was selected by the
posterior. This dataset is then used to train the
score function fψ(rk; r1:N ). In test time, we select
K reviews with the highest scores.

We score reviews with a binary classifier that
inputs review semantic representations. The rep-
resentations are computed in two steps. First, we
independently encode reviews word by word, then
compute the weighted average of word representa-
tions. Second, we pass all r1:N averaged represen-
tations through another encoder (contextualizer) to
capture review interdependence features. Details
can be found in Appendix 8.3.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Data Preprocessing
In our experiments, we used a preprocessed version
of the dataset described in Sec. 2. First, we set the
full review set size N to 100 maximum reviews,
and the review subset size K was set to 10 entries.
Further, we split the dataset to 26660, 3302, and
3362 summaries for training, validation, and test-
ing, respectively. For our models training, verdicts,
pros, and cons were joined to one sequence with a
separator symbol indicating boundaries.

4.2 Baselines
LEXRANK (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is an unsu-
pervised extractive graph-based model that selects
sentences based on graph centrality. Sentences rep-
resent nodes in a graph whose edges are weighted
with tf-idf.
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MEANSUM (Chu and Liu, 2019) is an unsuper-
vised abstractive summarization model which treats
a summary as a structured latent state of an auto-
encoder trained to reconstruct reviews of a product.

COPYCAT (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) is the
state-of-the-art unsupervised abstractive summa-
rizer with hierarchical continuous latent represen-
tations to model products and individual reviews.

RANDOM: here we split all N reviews by sen-
tences, and randomly selected 3, 7, 4 sentences for
verdicts, pros, and cons, respectively.

EXTSUM: we created an extractive summarizer
trained on our data. First, we used the same
ROUGE greedy heuristic as in Liu and Lapata
(2019) to sequentially select summarizing verdict,
pro, and con sentences from the full set of reviews
using the actual gold summary (ORACLE). Further,
we trained a model, with the same architecture as
the prior in Sec. 3.3, to predict sentence classes.
More details can be found in Appendix 8.2.

4.3 Alternative Review Selectors

To better understand the role of review selection,
we trained the same encoder-decoder summarizer
as in SELSUM but with two alternative selectors.

Random reviews We trained and tested on ran-
dom review subsets (RANDSEL). Here, review
subsets were re-sampled at each training epoch.

ROUGE-1 top-k We produced review subsets
based on review-summary ROUGE-1 R scores (R1
TOP-K) for training.3 Specifically, we computed
the scores for each pair, and then selected K re-
views with highest scores to form the subset. To
select reviews in test time, we trained a selector as
in Sec. 3.3.

4.4 Experimental details

Below we briefly describe model details; more in-
formation can be found in Appendix 8.5.

Summarizer We used the Transformer encoder-
decoder architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) initial-
ized with base BART (Lewis et al., 2020b), 140M
parameters in total. Reviews were independently
encoded and concatenated states of product reviews
were attended by the decoder to predict the sum-
mary as in Bražinskas et al. (2020a). We used

3We tried but were not able to obtain better results by
turning the scores into a distribution and sampling from it, so
we used the deterministic strategy in the main experiments.

ROUGE-L as the stopping criterion. Summary gen-
eration was performed via the beam search of size
5 and with 3-gram blocking (Paulus et al., 2017).

Posterior For the inference network in Sec. 3.2.1,
we used a simple non-linear two-layer feed-forward
network with 250 hidden dimensions. The model
consisted of 95k parameters. The network inputs
23 pre-computed features. For instance, ROUGE-1
and -2 scores between each review and the sum-
mary, and each review and other reviews in the full
set. Similar to Ni et al. (2019), we tagged fine-
grained aspect words to compute precision and re-
call scores between reviews and the summary, and
used them as features.

Prior For the parametrized prior in Sec. 3.3, we
used fine-tuned encoders on the end-task from both
R1 TOP-K and SELSUM. For the contextualizer
we used a cold-start Transformer encoder with 2
layers and 8-head attention mechanisms. For score
networks, we used 2 hidden layer feed-forward
networks with the ReLU non-linearities and 100
hidden dimensions. Dropouts at each layer were
set to 0.10. In total, the model had 97M parame-
ters. The details of the architecture can be found in
Appendix 8.3.

Pros and cons classification COPYCAT and
MEANSUM are not specifically designed for pros
and cons generation. Therefore, we used a sepa-
rately trained classifier to split each summary to
pros and cons.

Extractive summarizer We used a pre-trained
BART encoder, and 100 hidden states for 1 layer
score feed-forward network with ReLU, and 0.1
dropout. The contextualizer had one layer, and
the final score feed-forward had 100 hidden dimen-
sions, 0.1 dropout, with layer normalization before
logits are computed. We trained the model for 5
epochs, with 1e-05 learning rate.

Automatic evaluation We separately evaluated
verdicts, pros, and cons with the standard ROUGE
package (Lin, 2004)4, and report F1 scores.

Human evaluation To assess content support,
we randomly sampled 50 products, generated sum-
maries, and hired 3 workers on Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk (AMT) for each HIT. To ensure high qual-

4We used a wrapper over the package https://
github.com/pltrdy/files2rouge.

https://github.com/pltrdy/files2rouge
https://github.com/pltrdy/files2rouge
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ity submissions, we used qualification tasks and
filters. More details can be found in Appendix 8.4.

Hardware All experiments were conducted on 4
x GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.

5 Results

5.1 Automatic Evaluation

The results in Table 4 suggest that the supervised
models substantially outperform the unsupervised
ones. Also, all supervised abstractive summariz-
ers outperform EXTSUM, suggesting recombining
information from reviews into fluent text is ben-
eficial. Among the summarizers with the review
selectors, SELSUM yields the best results on ver-
dicts and cons. Although, we noticed that SELSUM

generates shorter pros than R1 TOP-K, which may
harm its scores (Fan et al., 2018)5. Further, when
random reviews were used both in training and
testing (RANDSEL), the results are substantially
lower. On the other hand, when review subsets
were produced by SELSUM and summarized by
RANDSEL (marked with ‘*’), we observed a sub-
stantial increase in all the scores. This suggests the
importance of deliberate review selection in test
time. In general, all models yield higher scores on
pros than cons, which is expected as most reviews
are positive (on average 4.32/5) and it is harder for
the model to find negative points in input reviews.

5.2 Content Support

Generating input faithful summaries is crucial for
practical applications, however, it remains an open
problem in summarization (Maynez et al., 2020;
Fabbri et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Moreover,
ROUGE scores were shown not always be reli-
able for the content support assessment (Tay et al.,
2019; Bražinskas et al., 2020b). Therefore, we eval-
uated generated summary sentences via AMT, as
in Bražinskas et al. (2020b), using the following
options.

Full support: all the content is reflected in the
reviews; Partial support: only some content is re-
flected in the reviews; No support: content is not
reflected in the reviews.

First, we observed that random reviews in train-
ing and testing (RANDSEL) lead to summaries with
a significant amount of hallucinations. Further,
when RANDSEL summarizes reviews chosen by

5R1 TOP-K and SELSUM generate 31.95 and 27.14 words
on average, respectively.

SELSUM’s selector (‘the prior’) – indicated by ‘*’ –
the content support is still substantially lower than
with SELSUM. This demonstrates that having a se-
lection component is necessary not only at test time
but also in training; without it, the model does not
learn to be faithful to input reviews. Lastly, SEL-
SUM generates substantially more input faithful
summaries than R1 TOP-K.

5.3 Posterior-Selected Review Subsets

We performed extra experiments to understand why
SELSUM model performs better than R1 TOP-K.
Recall, their difference is only in the review se-
lector used in training. SELSUM learns a neural
model as the posterior, whereas R1 TOP-K relies on
a ROUGE-1 heuristic. We hypothesize that SEL-
SUM exploits more expressive features (beyond
ROUGE-1) to select reviews that are more rele-
vant to the summary, helping SELSUM to learn a
stronger model, less prone to hallucinations.

In order to validate this, in Table 6 we show their
results on the test set but in the training regime, i.e.
with reviews selected while accessing the actual
gold summary. As in training, R1 TOP-K uses the
ROUGE-1 heuristic, while SELSUM relies on the
learned posterior. Naturally, both methods obtain
stronger scores in this artificial set-up (Table 6 vs.
Table 4). What is more interesting is that SELSUM

is considerably stronger than R1 TOP-K, suggesting
that the SELSUM’s selection component indeed
chooses more relevant reviews.

Lastly, to rank each feature ‘importance’, we esti-
mated the mutual information (MI) (Kraskov et al.,
2004; Ross, 2014) between the posterior input fea-
tures and the binary decision to select a review,
as in Sec. 3.3. We found that besides review-vs-
summary ROUGE-1 and -2 scores, the posterior
uses fine-grained aspect features, and review-vs-all-
reviews ROUGE scores (quantifying the unique-
ness of each review). See also Appendix 8.7.

6 Related Work

Due to a lack of annotated data, extractive weakly-
supervised opinion summarization has been the
dominant paradigm. LEXRANK (Erkan and
Radev, 2004) is an unsupervised extractive model.
OPINOSIS (Ganesan et al., 2010) does not use any
supervision and relies on POS tags and redundan-
cies to generate short opinions. Although, it can
recombine fragments of input text, it cannot gen-
erate novel words and phrases and thus produce
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Verdict Pros Cons
R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL

ORACLE 38.14 11.76 31.50 37.22 10.53 33.50 34.09 10.75 29.66
RANDOM 13.12 0.82 10.85 14.29 1.04 13.02 9.91 0.72 8.77
LEXRANK 15.12 1.84 12.60 14.12 1.50 12.81 8.28 0.82 7.24
MEANSUM 13.78 0.93 11.70 10.44 0.63 9.55 5.95 0.45 5.29
COPYCAT 17.05 1.78 14.50 15.12 1.48 13.85 6.81 0.82 5.89
EXTSUM 18.74 3.01 15.74 19.06 2.47 17.49 11.63 1.19 10.44
RANDSEL 23.25 4.75 17.82 20.26 3.60 18.52 13.59 2.32 11.86
RANDSEL* 23.95 5.16 18.49 21.06 3.94 19.31 13.78 2.35 12.10
R1 TOP-K 23.43 4.94 18.52 22.01 3.94 19.84 14.93 2.57 12.96
SELSUM 24.33 5.29 18.84 21.29 4.00 19.39 14.96 2.60 13.07

Table 4: Test set ROUGE F1 scores on verdict, pros and cons. The last block shows review selection variants,
where RANDSEL* was trained on random review subsets but tested on SELSUM-selected subsets.

Verdict Pros Cons
Full↑ Partial↓ No↓ Full↑ Partial↓ No↓ Full↑ Partial↓ No↓

RANDSEL 28.96 45.90 25.14 38.62 29.10 32.28 14.92 14.60 70.48
RANDSEL* 50.79 31.75 17.46 50.62 22.96 26.42 16.84 13.75 69.42
R1 TOP-K 55.21 31.77 13.02 56.07 26.61 17.31 33.33 27.78 38.89
SELSUM 66.08 25.15 8.77 70.21 17.99 11.80 38.41 29.21 32.38

Table 5: Human evaluated content support. Percentages are based on summary sentences. RANDSEL* was trained
on random review subsets but tested on SELSUM selected subsets.

Verdict Pros Cons
RL RL RL

R1 TOP-K 19.38 21.09 13.26
SELSUM 20.44 20.79 14.40

Table 6: Test set ROUGE F1 scores when review selec-
tion is guided by the gold summary.

coherent abstractive summaries. Other earlier ap-
proaches (Gerani et al., 2014; Di Fabbrizio et al.,
2014) relied on text planners and templates, which
restrict the output text. A more recent method of
Angelidis and Lapata (2018) applies multiple spe-
cialized models to produce extractive summaries.
More recently, there has been a spark of interest
in unsupervised abstractive opinion summarization.
Such models include MEANSUM (Chu and Liu,
2019), COPYCAT (Bražinskas et al., 2020b), DE-
NOISESUM (Amplayo and Lapata, 2020), OPIN-
IONDIGEST (Suhara et al., 2020), and CONDA-
SUM (Amplayo and Lapata, 2021b).

Our work is related to the extractive-abstractive
summarization model (Chen and Bansal, 2018) that
selects salient sentences from an input document
using reinforcement learning. They assume one-to-
one mapping between extracted and summary sen-

tences for news. In opinion summarization, how-
ever, we often need to fuse user opinions expressed
in multiple reviews. Lastly, unlike their model, our
selector and summarizer are trained jointly to pre-
dict the summary using a differentiable loss. Also,
our model is related to the unsupervised paraphras-
ing MARGE model (Lewis et al., 2020a), where
the decoder has a modified attention mechanism ac-
counting for the target-source document similarity.
However, in their approach, the actual selection of
relevant documents is performed offline via heuris-
tics. This, in turn, makes it non-differentiable and
over-reliant on the modified attention mechanism.
We, however, learn the selector (posterior) jointly
with summarizer, and select reviews in the online
regime.

An alternative to review subsets selection are
more memory and computationally efficient atten-
tion mechanisms (Beltagy et al., 2020; Pasunuru
et al., 2021). However, it is unclear what relation-
ship exists between attention weights and model
outputs (Jain and Wallace, 2019), thus, making it
harder to offer evidence for generated summaries.
In our case, the summarizer relies only on a se-
lected subset and generates summaries faithful to
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its content.
In general, in news summarization, which is a

more mature branch, large datasets are commonly
obtained from online resources (Sandhaus, 2008;
Hermann et al., 2015; Grusky et al., 2018; Narayan
et al., 2018; Fabbri et al., 2019). The most relevant
dataset is MULTINEWS Fabbri et al. (2019), where
journalist-written summaries are linked to multiple
news articles. The most similar opinion summariza-
tion dataset SPACE (Angelidis et al., 2020) contains
1050 summaries produced for 50 hotels by crowd-
sourcing.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we introduce the largest multi-
document abstractive dataset for opinion summa-
rization. The dataset consists of verdicts, pros and
cons, written by professional writers for more than
31,000 Amazon products. Each product is linked
to more than 320 customer reviews, on average.
As standard encoding-decoding is computationally
challenging, we perform summarization with an
integrated component that selects smaller review
subsets. We conclude that the ‘naive’ selection
of random reviews leads to content infidelity (aka
hallucinations) and present SELSUM that learns
to select and summarize reviews end-to-end. The
model is computationally efficient, scaling to large
collections. Its summaries result in better ROUGE
scores and are better supported by input reviews.

7.1 Ethics Statement
Human Evaluation We used a publicly avail-
able service (Amazon Mechanical Turk) to hire
voluntary participants, requesting native speakers
of English. The participants were compensated
above minimum hourly wage both in the USA and
the UK, the self-reported locations of the partici-
pants.

Dataset The dataset was collected and used in
accordance to the non-commercial purpose. The
dataset is intended for non-commercial and educa-
tional purposes only. It will be made available free
of charge for these purposes without claiming any
rights, similar to (Grusky et al., 2018). To maintain
privacy, all summary writers are anonymized.
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8 Appendices

8.1 REINFORCE vs Gumbel-Softmax
In our experiments, we used REINFORCE
(Williams, 1992) instead of a straight-trough
Gumbel-Softmax estimator (Jang et al., 2017),
which is a popular alternative. In our case, we
need to sample without replacement each r̂k from
the collection r1:N . The Gumbel-Softmax, requires
to relax the system for ‘soft’ samples used in the
backward pass. In this way, the system is updated
considering all possible assignments to the categor-
ical variable, even though only one was sampled in
the forward pass. For instance, one could encode
all reviews r1:N and weigh their word contextual-
ized representations to obtain each r̂k. However,
this is a computationally expensive and memory
demanding operation. On the other hand, REIN-
FORCE does not require this relaxation, and the
encoder is exposed only to one possible assignment
to each r̂k, both in the forward and backward pass.

8.2 Extractive Summarizer
As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, our extractive summa-
rizer had the same architecture as the prior in
Sec. 3.3. We independently encoded sentences
from reviews, contextualized them, and computed
their distributions for 4 classes.

In training, we considered up to 550 sentences,
where only up to 16 have positive labels (4, 8, 4
for verdicts, pros, cons, respectively) marked by
ORACLE. However, this resulted in label imbal-
ance, where, in training, the model is incentives to
ignore positive labels (Li et al., 2020). However,
in test time, we care about positive instances only.
To counter this problem, we scaled each positive
class loss by 50. In this way, the model is forced to
prioritize the positive classes more.

At test time, we sequentially selected top-k sum-
marizing sentences for verdicts, pros, and cons. To
make each sentence selected either for verdict, pros,
or cons, we were sequentially excluding selected
sentences from the pool of candidates.

8.3 Prior Score Function
Below we describe the architecture of the score
function used in Sec. 3.3, and it is also illustrated in
Fig. 2. First, we initialized with a fine-tuned review
encoder from the summarizer that was trained using
a review selector (i.e. SELSUM or R1 TOP-K). The
encoder produces contextualized word representa-
tions for each review independently. The word rep-
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Pooling
<latexit sha1_base64="/oR+YDebKcc8g+c2oB29xxwikFI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZmC6LLgxmUF+4B2KJn0ThuaSYYkI5ShH+HGhSJu/R53/o1pOwttPRA4nHMPufdEqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bRmWaYYspoXQ3ogYFl9iy3ArsphppEgnsRJO7ud95Qm24ko92mmKY0JHkMWfUOqnTVMolR4NK1a/5C5B1EhSkCgWag8pXf6hYlqC0TFBjeoGf2jCn2nImcFbuZwZTyiZ0hD1HJU3QhPli3Rm5dMqQxEq7Jy1ZqL8TOU2MmSaRm0yoHZtVby7+5/UyG9+GOZdpZlGy5UdxJohVZH47GXKNzIqpI5Rp7nYlbEw1ZdY1VHYlBKsnr5N2vRZc1/yHerVRL+oowTlcwBUEcAMNuIcmtIDBBJ7hFd681Hvx3r2P5eiGV2TO4A+8zx9hp4+K</latexit>

Pooling

<latexit sha1_base64="20wBY6FCLHJh2ebqCvHMQeSHMNY=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBG8WJKC6LEgFI8V7Ae0oWw2k3bpZjfsbpRS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOVMG8/7dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxS8tMUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnVQhSUKO7XB0O/Pbj6g0k+LBjFMMEjIQLGaUGCv16ojRZV2qJ6KifqnsVbw53FXi56QMORr90lcvkjRLUBjKidZd30tNMCHKMMpxWuxlGlNCR2SAXUsFSVAHk/nNU/fcKpEbS2VLGHeu/p6YkETrcRLazoSYoV72ZuJ/Xjcz8U0wYSLNDAq6WBRn3DXSnQXgRkwhNXxsCaGK2VtdOiSKUGNjKtoQ/OWXV0mrWvGvKt59tVyr5nEU4BTO4AJ8uIYa3EEDmkAhhWd4hTcnc16cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w+c0ZFa</latexit>

Feed-Forward
<latexit sha1_base64="20wBY6FCLHJh2ebqCvHMQeSHMNY=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBG8WJKC6LEgFI8V7Ae0oWw2k3bpZjfsbpRS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOVMG8/7dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxS8tMUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnVQhSUKO7XB0O/Pbj6g0k+LBjFMMEjIQLGaUGCv16ojRZV2qJ6KifqnsVbw53FXi56QMORr90lcvkjRLUBjKidZd30tNMCHKMMpxWuxlGlNCR2SAXUsFSVAHk/nNU/fcKpEbS2VLGHeu/p6YkETrcRLazoSYoV72ZuJ/Xjcz8U0wYSLNDAq6WBRn3DXSnQXgRkwhNXxsCaGK2VtdOiSKUGNjKtoQ/OWXV0mrWvGvKt59tVyr5nEU4BTO4AJ8uIYa3EEDmkAhhWd4hTcnc16cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w+c0ZFa</latexit>

Feed-Forward

<latexit sha1_base64="dGWx2F8GqM+WuztxAg/7hzXE0Yo=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGRI8BL54kinlAsoTZSW8yZHZ2nZmNhJCf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PGjpOFcM6i0WsWgHVKLjEuuFGYCtRSKNAYDMYXs/85giV5rF8MOME/Yj2JQ85o8ZKrXsccXwit91iyS27c5BV4mWkBBlq3eJXpxezNEJpmKBatz03Mf6EKsOZwGmhk2pMKBvSPrYtlTRC7U/m907JmVV6JIyVLWnIXP09MaGR1uMosJ0RNQO97M3E/7x2asIrf8JlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZk9T3pcITNibAllittbCRtQRZmxERVsCN7yy6ukUSl7F2X3rlKqVrI48nACp3AOHlxCFW6gBnVgIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHlTePnA==</latexit>

Review N
<latexit sha1_base64="dGWx2F8GqM+WuztxAg/7hzXE0Yo=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGRI8BL54kinlAsoTZSW8yZHZ2nZmNhJCf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PGjpOFcM6i0WsWgHVKLjEuuFGYCtRSKNAYDMYXs/85giV5rF8MOME/Yj2JQ85o8ZKrXsccXwit91iyS27c5BV4mWkBBlq3eJXpxezNEJpmKBatz03Mf6EKsOZwGmhk2pMKBvSPrYtlTRC7U/m907JmVV6JIyVLWnIXP09MaGR1uMosJ0RNQO97M3E/7x2asIrf8JlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZk9T3pcITNibAllittbCRtQRZmxERVsCN7yy6ukUSl7F2X3rlKqVrI48nACp3AOHlxCFW6gBnVgIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHlTePnA==</latexit>

Review N

<latexit sha1_base64="QtT3ifoYcX3w7s5mIN+Lzy86kjk=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGRI8BL54kgnlAsoTZSScZMjuzzMwKYclHePGgiFe/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RYngxvr+t1fY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLaNSzbDJlFC6E1GDgktsWm4FdhKNNI4EtqPJ7dxvP6E2XMlHO00wjOlI8iFn1DqpbZjSSO775Ypf9Rcg6yTISQVyNPrlr95AsTRGaZmgxnQDP7FhRrXlTOCs1EsNJpRN6Ai7jkoaowmzxbkzcuGUARkq7UpaslB/T2Q0NmYaR64zpnZsVr25+J/XTe3wJsy4TFKLki0XDVNBrCLz38mAa2RWTB2hTHN3K2FjqimzLqGSCyFYfXmdtGrV4KrqP9Qq9VoeRxHO4BwuIYBrqMMdNKAJDCbwDK/w5iXei/fufSxbC14+cwp/4H3+AOuyjzw=</latexit>

score N
<latexit sha1_base64="QtT3ifoYcX3w7s5mIN+Lzy86kjk=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGRI8BL54kgnlAsoTZSScZMjuzzMwKYclHePGgiFe/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RYngxvr+t1fY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnLaNSzbDJlFC6E1GDgktsWm4FdhKNNI4EtqPJ7dxvP6E2XMlHO00wjOlI8iFn1DqpbZjSSO775Ypf9Rcg6yTISQVyNPrlr95AsTRGaZmgxnQDP7FhRrXlTOCs1EsNJpRN6Ai7jkoaowmzxbkzcuGUARkq7UpaslB/T2Q0NmYaR64zpnZsVr25+J/XTe3wJsy4TFKLki0XDVNBrCLz38mAa2RWTB2hTHN3K2FjqimzLqGSCyFYfXmdtGrV4KrqP9Qq9VoeRxHO4BwuIYBrqMMdNKAJDCbwDK/w5iXei/fufSxbC14+cwp/4H3+AOuyjzw=</latexit>

score N

<latexit sha1_base64="7vyvSr9PiFIY0WksDZRRjDGo4c8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lKRY8FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M39zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kjzkFI2VkFwOyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hTNOISUMFat3z3MT4GSrDqWCzUj/VLEE6wRHrWSoxYtrPFpfOyIVVhiSMlS1pyEL9PZFhpPU0CmxnhGasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlhki4XhakgJibzt8mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNDadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu666D7VKo57HUYQzOIcr8OAGGnAPTWgBhRCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0suM1w==</latexit>. . .<latexit sha1_base64="7vyvSr9PiFIY0WksDZRRjDGo4c8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lKRY8FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M39zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kjzkFI2VkFwOyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hTNOISUMFat3z3MT4GSrDqWCzUj/VLEE6wRHrWSoxYtrPFpfOyIVVhiSMlS1pyEL9PZFhpPU0CmxnhGasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlhki4XhakgJibzt8mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNDadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu666D7VKo57HUYQzOIcr8OAGGnAPTWgBhRCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0suM1w==</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="7vyvSr9PiFIY0WksDZRRjDGo4c8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lKRY8FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M39zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kjzkFI2VkFwOyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hTNOISUMFat3z3MT4GSrDqWCzUj/VLEE6wRHrWSoxYtrPFpfOyIVVhiSMlS1pyEL9PZFhpPU0CmxnhGasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlhki4XhakgJibzt8mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNDadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu666D7VKo57HUYQzOIcr8OAGGnAPTWgBhRCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0suM1w==</latexit>. . .<latexit sha1_base64="7vyvSr9PiFIY0WksDZRRjDGo4c8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lKRY8FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M39zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kjzkFI2VkFwOyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hTNOISUMFat3z3MT4GSrDqWCzUj/VLEE6wRHrWSoxYtrPFpfOyIVVhiSMlS1pyEL9PZFhpPU0CmxnhGasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlhki4XhakgJibzt8mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNDadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu666D7VKo57HUYQzOIcr8OAGGnAPTWgBhRCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0suM1w==</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="7vyvSr9PiFIY0WksDZRRjDGo4c8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lKRY8FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M39zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kjzkFI2VkFwOyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hTNOISUMFat3z3MT4GSrDqWCzUj/VLEE6wRHrWSoxYtrPFpfOyIVVhiSMlS1pyEL9PZFhpPU0CmxnhGasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlhki4XhakgJibzt8mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNDadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu666D7VKo57HUYQzOIcr8OAGGnAPTWgBhRCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0suM1w==</latexit>. . .<latexit sha1_base64="7vyvSr9PiFIY0WksDZRRjDGo4c8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lKRY8FLx4r2A9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M39zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kjzkFI2VkFwOyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hTNOISUMFat3z3MT4GSrDqWCzUj/VLEE6wRHrWSoxYtrPFpfOyIVVhiSMlS1pyEL9PZFhpPU0CmxnhGasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlhki4XhakgJibzt8mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNDadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu666D7VKo57HUYQzOIcr8OAGGnAPTWgBhRCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0suM1w==</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="xkEUir6H+cndjPP7qGvxcy1bmMA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0kKRb0VvHisYD+gDWWy3bRLN5uwuxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TRVmLxiJW3QA1E1yyluFGsG6iGEaBYJ1gcjf3O09MaR7LRzNNmB/hSPKQUzRWQnI5KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozkof/WHMU0jJg0VqHXPcxPjZ6gMp4LNSv1UswTpBEesZ6nEiGk/W1w6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190SGkdbTKLCdEZqxXvXm4n9eLzXhjZ9xmaSGSbpcFKaCmJjM3yZDrhg1YmoJUsXtrYSOUSE1NpySDcFbfXmdtGtVr151H2qVxm0eRxHO4ByuwINraMA9NKEFFEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/4Hz+ANRMjNw=</latexit>. . .<latexit sha1_base64="xkEUir6H+cndjPP7qGvxcy1bmMA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0kKRb0VvHisYD+gDWWy3bRLN5uwuxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TRVmLxiJW3QA1E1yyluFGsG6iGEaBYJ1gcjf3O09MaR7LRzNNmB/hSPKQUzRWQnI5KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozkof/WHMU0jJg0VqHXPcxPjZ6gMp4LNSv1UswTpBEesZ6nEiGk/W1w6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190SGkdbTKLCdEZqxXvXm4n9eLzXhjZ9xmaSGSbpcFKaCmJjM3yZDrhg1YmoJUsXtrYSOUSE1NpySDcFbfXmdtGtVr151H2qVxm0eRxHO4ByuwINraMA9NKEFFEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/4Hz+ANRMjNw=</latexit>. . .

Figure 2: Architecture of the prior score function.

resentations are obtained from the last Transformer
layer. Then, we computed the weighted average of
these representations to get the review representa-
tion. Further, we passed the review representations
through another encoder that contextualizes them
by attending representations of other reviews in
the collection. Finally, we projected the outputs to
scores.

8.4 Human Evaluation Setup

To perform the human evaluation experiments de-
scribed in Sec.5.2, we hired workers with 98% ap-
proval rate, 1000+ HITS, from the USA and UK,
and the maximum score on a qualification test that
we had designed. We payed them 17.25 $ per hour,
on average. The task was a minimal version of the
actual HIT, where we could test that workers cor-
rectly understood the instructions. Also, we asked
them if they were native English speakers.

8.5 Experimental Details

Summarizer We used the Transformer encoder-
decoder architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) initial-
ized with base BART (Lewis et al., 2020b), 140M
parameters in total. Reviews were independently
encoded and concatenated states of product reviews
were attended by the decoder to predict the sum-
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mary as in Bražinskas et al. (2020a). We used
trainable length embeddings, and BPE (Sennrich
et al., 2016) vocabulary of 51,200 subwords. Sub-
word embeddings were shared across the encoder
and decoder for regularization (Press and Wolf,
2017). For summary generation, we used beam
search with the size of 5 and 3-gram blocking
(Paulus et al., 2017). Parameter optimization was
performed using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with 5,000 warm-up steps. We trained SELSUM,
R1 TOP-K, and RANDSEL for 8, 8, and 9 epochs,
respectively. All with the learning rate of 3e-05.

Posterior For the inference network in Sec. 3.2.1,
we used a simple two-layer feed-forward, 250 hid-
den dimensions, with the tanh non-linearity and
layer normalization before a linear transformation
to scores. The model consisted of 95k parameters.
We used 23 static features by treating verdicts and
pros and cons as separate summaries. For instance,
ROUGE-1 and -2 scores between each review and
the summary, and each review and other reviews in
the full set. Similar to Ni et al. (2019), we tagged
fine-grained aspect words to compute precision and
recall scores between reviews and the summary,
and used them as features. Full details about fea-
tures can be found in Appendix 8.7. Lastly, we
used 3 samples for the expectation estimation in
Eq. 5 and 3 samples to compute the baseline.

Prior For the parametrized prior in Sec. 3.3, we
used fine-tuned encoders on the end-task from both
R1 TOP-K and SELSUM. For the contextualizer
we used a cold-start Transformer encoder with 2
layers, and 8-head attention mechanisms. For score
networks, we used 2 hidden layer feed-forward net-
works with the ReLU non-linearities, and dropouts
set to 0.10. In total, the model had 97M parameters.
We trained the one for SELSUM and R1 TOP-K

for 5 and 4 epochs, respectively, with the 1e-05
learning rate and 5,000 warmup steps. The details
of the architecture can be found in Appendix 8.3.

8.6 Aspect-based Metric
In addition to standard unweighted word-
overlap metrics commonly used to analyze
datasets (Grusky et al., 2018; Fabbri et al., 2019),
we also leveraged an aspect specific metric. Similar
to Ni et al. (2019), we applied a parser (Zhang
et al., 2014) to the training set to yield (aspect,
opinion, polarity) tuples. From the tuples, we
created a lexicon, which contains fine-grained
aspect keywords, such as battery life, screen,

Feature MI
R2-R(r̂, pc) 0.0634
R1-R(r̂, pc) 0.0564
R2-P(r̂, pc) 0.0523
R1-R(r̂, v) 0.0489
R2-R(r̂, v) 0.0449
R2-P(r̂k, r−k) 0.0411
R2-P(r̂, v) 0.0405
AR(r̂, pc) 0.0353
R1-R(r̂k, r−k) 0.0346
AP(r̂, pc) 0.0331
R2-R(r̂k, r−k) 0.0313
R1-P(r̂, pc) 0.0266
R1-P(r̂, v) 0.0208
AP(r̂k, r−k) 0.0190
AR(r̂k, r−k) 0.0173
LD(r̂, pc) 0.0167
AP(r̂, v) 0.0151
LD(r̂, v) 0.0146
R1-P(r̂k, r−k) 0.0138
AR(r̂, v) 0.0135
AD(r̂) 0.0106
AD(v) 0.0005
AD(pc) 0.0003

Table 7: Full list of features sorted by their mutual in-
formation to a review being selected to the subset bi-
nary variable.

resolution, etc. In addition, to reduce noise, we
manually cleaned the lexicon from aspect unrelated
keywords, resulting in 2,810 entries. Further,
we used the lexicon to automatically tag aspect
keywords in text. Lastly, we computed aspect
precision (AP) and aspect recall (AR) scores by
comparing two sequences. These scores were used
as features in SELSUM.

8.7 Posterior Features
In total, we used 23 continuous features computed
for each tuple (s, r̂k, r̂1:N ). We can group features
into three categories. The first ones were computed
for a sequence standalone. The second ones were
computed as f(r̂k, s) where r̂k is the current re-
view (hypothesis) and s is the summary (reference).
The last ones were computed with respect to other
reviews as f(r̂k, r−k), where r−k (reference) are
all reviews except r̂k (hypothesis). We also treated
verdicts (v) and pros and cons (pc) as separate se-
quences.

Aspect precision, recall, and density are calcu-
lated by leveraging the lexicon presented in Ap-
pendix 8.6. Additionally, aspect density (AD) was
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computed as the number of unigram aspect key-
words, divided by the number of unigrams in a se-
quence. Finally, length difference LD(·, ·) was com-
puted as the difference of two normalized lengths.
The Normalization was performed by the maxi-
mum sequence length division.

To gain a deeper insight into the SELSUM poste-
rior’s inner-workings, we analyzed feature impor-
tance for including a review in the subset. Same
as in Sec. 3.3, we used the trained posterior to cre-
ate a binary tagging dataset. Further, we estimated
the mutual information (MI) (Kraskov et al., 2004;
Ross, 2014) between the posterior input features
and the binary decision variable. This allowed us
to identify the dependency strength between each
feature and the variable.

As features are computed separately for verdicts
and pros and cons, we observed that features for
pros and cons (pc) have higher MI than for verdicts
(v), which suggests that review selection is guided
by pros and cons more than by verdicts. Second,
fine-grained aspect keyword based scores (AP and
AR) also have high MI for pc. This is unsurprising,
as pros and cons are often more detailed, mak-
ing them less predictable based on the prefix, thus
the model favours reviews with matching aspect
keywords. Lastly, the ROUGE scores computed
against other reviews in the collection r−k have
high MI. This indicates reliance on global statistics
computed based on the whole set of reviews.

8.8 Error Analysis

Human written pros and cons, besides summarizing
customer opinion expressed in reviews, can con-
tain details that can often be found in the product
meta data. For example, users rarely mention that
the same product comes in different colors. Con-
sequently, the decoder is trained to predict such
phrases based on the prefix instead of the input
reviews, as shown in Example 9. We further ob-
served that cons are harder, in general, to align to
reviews.

Human-written summaries sometimes contain
customer opinion quantification expressed in
phrases, such as "some users" and "a few cus-
tomers". We observed this to be challenging for the
summarizer to generate accurately as shown in Ex-
ample 10. Especially, it applies to cons that summa-
rize opinions of a small number of users. Logically,
such reviews are hard to retrieve from a large col-
lection in training, consequently, the model learns

to rely on local statistics (the prefix). Overall, quan-
tification of user opinions adds an additional layer
of complexity for the decoder as besides generating
summaries that are content supported in terms of
opinions, it needs to quantify the them correctly.
This is an interesting future direction for abstractive
opinion summarization. Lastly, we observed that
online users, in their reviews, sometimes compare
the product to other products on the market. This,
in turn, can confuse the model and make it gener-
ate the summary that contains fragments describing
another product. Occasionally, we observed such
mistakes in the output.
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Verdict A comprehensive study guide for those who are new to the ASWB exam.

Pros
Offers a variety of practice questions to help you get the most out of the exam. Offers an
easy-to-understand overview of the test and how it works.

Cons
The practice questions are not as detailed as the actual exam, and some questions may not be
relevant to the actual questions.

Review 1

This review guide claims to reflect the 2018 blueprint of the ASWB exam. However, all ethics
questions refer to a 2006 version of the NASW Code of Ethics. The code of ethics is a substantial
part of the exam and many of the questions and answer explanations do not reflect what will be
on the test. It is not worth the money.

Review 2

I passed my LMSW test on the first try with this as the only study material!!! I would definitely
recommend the book for its content and practice test. I will say that the actual test is very
different from this practice test in the book as the real tests involves more questions what do you
do FIRST and what do you do NEXT? This guide makes it pretty easy to narrow down to two
answers whereas the actual test is not that easy. Study all the content and know it! Supervisory
and ethics played a big part in this test. Be more prepared for simple application questions than
objective content...

Review 3

I used this book as my primary study material for the LMSW licensing exam. While it is a
thick book with a lot of information, it was helpful in preparing for the exam. There were some
questions on the exam that were not in the book, but I still passed the exam with the information
I studied from the book. While the exams are not all the same, I can not guarantee the same
results for everyone who uses this book, but I do not have any negative reviews. I bought the
book used so I did not utilize the app that comes with it.

Review 4

I just graduated with my MSW in May, and studied with this book as well as the pocket prep app
for about a month. This book is a great comprehensive overview of material that we have all
learned, and was great for reviewing. The practice questions were also helpful in figuring out
HOW the exam wants you to answer. I passed the LMSW exam on my first try today! I will
definitely buy the clinical version when I take that in a few years!

Review 5

I read through this book and utilized the practice exam at the end. While this book does go over
some foundational content which is applicable to the exam, overall the content is redundant and
irrelevant. The practice exam in the back of this book is extremely different than the practice
exam offered through the ASWB or the actual exam itself. Multiple licensed social workers
I have spoken to have stated that the practice exam offered through the ASWB was the most
helpful thing in preparing for the actual exam and understanding how its questions are formatted,
which I 100% agree with. For the money I spent on this book, it was disappointingly ineffective
as an exam prep tool.

Review 6

Yes, I did it. I have an LCSW(not to be confused with the LCSW-clinical license as in MA the
’C’ stands for certified). With this comprehensive and thurough study guide i was able to pass
my exam the first time. I felt so prepared after using this. I would say, pair this study guide with
an online prep app, as the exam is computer based and using a phone app you will get into the
patterning needed to succeed in the exam.

Review 7

This study guide for the ASWB exam is great. It has a lot of review material and a practice test.
There is also a code to put on a phone/tablet. I used this and passed on the first time. I also used
the BSW guide for that exam and passed on the first time. A must have for anyone looking to
pass the Master’s Exam.

Review 8

This was a super purchase! It offers excellent tips and strategies to prepping for this challenging
exam. It conditioned me to understand the method of the questions and not just knowledge. I
just passed the first time! This was incredible because I trained in the UK and not USA. This
study kit prepared me to pass what better review can one give?

Review 9

I passed!! This was a great study guide for me. I was intending to read the whole thing but it
was a lot so I went through the table of contents and highlighted the sections I wanted to study.
It also helped to read it and write it down for memorization. The practice test was hard but it
really tests you on your knowledge so don’t take it until you are ready. I used this and a few
other practice exams.

Review 10
I cannot attest to results as of yet. But I can say that the book has a very organized layout and
presents information about how the test is setup which provides great insight for one’s approach
to testing.

Table 8: Example summary generated by SELSUM with color highlighted content alignment.
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Verdict
If you’re looking for a set of glass containers that are both BPA-free and dishwasher safe, this is
the one to get.

Pros
Glass containers come in a variety of sizes and colors, so you can find the right size for your
needs. The lids are easy to open and close. BPA and phthalate-free.

Cons The containers are on the smaller side, which can make them difficult to store in the microwave.

Review 1

These containers are fantastic. The lips snap on very securely but are extremely easy to remove.
I do wash the lids by hand b/c they are top rack dishwasher safe only but that’s not a big deal for
me b/c the glass can go through the dishwasher. Plus I am saving dishwashing time anyway b/c I
previously stored leftovers in Tupperware that I could not heat in the microwave so would have
to transfer to a different dish before heating. Now it’s a 1 stop shop. Variety of sizes are great as
well.

Review 2

These containers are excellent!! One of the things I love about them is that I can fill them all the
way to the top and it won’t spill out when I put the lid on. There are a variety of sizes included
and I use these every day. I only wish they were etched on the bottom with the volume that each
bowl can hold. But in any case they are worth every penny. Glass containers don’t discolor in
the microwave and you don’t have to worry about consuming plastic. The lids add a layer of
sturdiness to the bowls and I store them in the cupboard with their lids on.

Review 3

Pro: Glass containers can go into the microwave to reheat leftovers without cooking food oils
and colors into plastic. Don’t use the lids in the microwave. And DO follow the instructions and
wash before using, definitely! Slightly con: The rubber gasket will separate from the lid and
stick to the glass container if you snap the lid on while it’s slightly wet. Maybe if it’s completely
dry as well! But it’s easy enough to peel off and reseat in the lid.

Review 4

Great quality! Nice, secure fitting lids. It’s so easy to know what is being stored in the bowls.
I have not used them in the freezer. I have only used them in the microwave and refrigerator.
We have used every single bowl at one time or another! It’s great to have different sizes to
accommodate different portions. I would like to get a couple of even larger sizes if I can find
them! This glass won’t crack as my plastic containers did (unless I happen to drop!). An
interlocking system between the bottom of a container and the lid of another, so they would stack
more securely, would be REALLY NICE.

Review 5

These are the perfect size for everything, but I’m sad that the blue rubber isn’t staying on
the lids at all. We are avoiding washing them in dishwasher so they don’t get worse. Kinda
bummed. UPDATE 6/3/2018 We received the new and improved 1790 Glass Container Set &
the modifications made by the manufacturer were a home run! The lids fit tightly and evenly on
the containers that using them is a snap. They are so well made. Completely air tight and leak
proof. Very impressed with how quickly the issue was addressed and resolved. 5 Star product! If
you’re looking for versatile containers that deliver..... look no further. They are right here.

Review 6

These are such great dishes! I don’t eat a lot so they are perfect for single serving cooking and
storage. Love the way the lids clip in place, making a very good seal to keep the food fresh.
Baking and cleaning are so easy, just the way I like things, nice and easy. Would recommend
this set to anyone looking for a set of small versatile baking/storage options!

Review 7

Some of the flaps on the lids are a little hard to close, but I am guessing that has more to do with
the fact that they are new more than anything else. Overall, this is a good, quality set at a great
price. Durable in oven and microwave and washes up easily. No staining, bubbles or potential
melting issues like plastic containers.

Review 8

I should have read a little closer and counted the actual dishes in the photo - its a NINE piece set
unless you count the lids - which you can’t store food in. They might as well call it a 27 piece
set because of the nine lid seals, which is realistically another ’piece’. The quality is average
along with price when you discover how many actual storage containers are sold. So, read the
entire description and count the dishes in the photo..

Review 9

Great glass based meal containers. The caps are plastic, and the air seal is a rubber-like material.
Works as intended, however the seal part can be separated from the cap and has a tendency to
adhere more onto to the glass over the cap. If this happens, be careful when separating the seal
and container, as it can cause the air seal to rip a bit.

Review 10

This product is durable and easy to clean. I love that it’s BPA free and oven, microwave, freezer,
and dishwasher safe. It’s air tight and I haven’t had anything leak even when putting liquid in.
For the price you get, they’re great storage containers with versatility in different temperatures. I
got this for my boyfriend and will probably buy more for myself if I needed glass containers in
the future.

Table 9: Example summary generated by SELSUM with color highlighted errors. As indicated in red, pros can
contain details that one would expect to find in product meta data instead of customer reviews. In orange, we
indicate a logical mistake. In cyan we indicate a contradiction.
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Verdict
If you’re looking for a reliable, water-resistant, and weather-resistant G-Shock watch, this is the
one to get.

Pros
Solar powered. Water-resistant. Includes atomic clock and countdown timer. Includes a
stopwatch and 5 alarms.

Cons
Some owners say the watch is too small for their needs. A few owners say it doesn’t have the
features of other models.

Review 1

It will become your everyday watch and you will enjoy it. It does everything in the description
and then some. It sits nicely on your wrist without looking too big or too small, just right. It
has stopwatch capabilities along with timer capabilities. Its a good digital watch and from what
I’ve seen it can take a beating and still beep on the hour for you. Of course there’s a couple
accessories you can get for it too, including a screen protector and a brace to protect it. If you’re
looking for a good watch that you can drag through the mud and still check the time, look no
further!

Review 2

This Casio G-Shock adjusted itself to the correct time, day of the week and date as soon as I
unboxed it and light struck the solar charger. Very easy to set up, unlike some Casio products
that require long sequences of button pushing. It meets my needs: updates the time and date
automatically via an atomic clock signal, is solar powered, is water resistant, and displays the
important information at a glance. Glad I paid a little more for this model than some of the
Casios that have thick operating manuals and lots of button pushing to adjust. Well worth the
money, and Amazon did a great job with prompt delivery of the correct product on top condition.

Review 3

OK - so it won’t give you weather, or headings, or your email... but come on, it sets itself to
the freakin’ atomic clock EVERY SINGLE DAY. AND it’s shock resistant, and water resistant,
and solar powered, and lights itself up when you turn it towards your face, AND it has a stop
watch, AND it can tell you the time in multiple time zones. SERIOUSLY, this watch is a sleeper,
FANTASTIC value for the money.

Review 4

As a purchaser of Casio’ G-Shock watches for almost four decades, I have depended on their
toughness in rugged environments. This latest update has all the whistles and bells of the bigger
versions, but more compact. The atomic-solar G-Shocks seem to last ten years with accurate
time and no problems with the battery. I recommend this watch for those who want a minimum
of hassle. (Note: I rarely use backlight illumination.)

Review 5

I like the atomic clock sync and multi-time zone options. The UTC time needs to be accurate and
easy to get to for celestial navigation. This watch has all that plus many other features and, of
course, it’s nearly impossible to break and self-charging. This is the perfect watch for someone
that is outdoors or on the ocean for extended periods. I highly recommend this for anyone that
needs a completely reliable and accurate time piece.

Review 6

This is one of the best value for the money G-Shocks out there. A homage to the original square
G-Shock, this watch combines retro styling with modern technology like automatic time setting.
Every feature works flawlessly, and it looks and feels good on the wrist. If you’re strapped for
cash go for the 5600 series, but if you can swing it, this is the entry level G-Shock that will leave
you wanting for nothing. Easy to mod or awesome as is.

Review 7

It’s cheap, reliable, durable, and fashionable. It’s so light it feels like you’re not wearing a wrist
watch. It tells the time, date, day of the week. It adjusts itself to the atomic clock nearest to you.
It’s solar powered. You don’t have to adjust it or buy a new battery for it (for around a decade!).
It has a stopwatch and 5 alarms although I don’t see myself using them. It can quickly adjust to
different time zones. You can use it it in the dark. I don’t know if I listed all the advantages...

Review 8
I love these watches. It is flippin’ solar powered with multi-band atomic correction! You can’t
beat that for maintenance-free operation. I appreciate the simple design and layout without the
cluttered display or bulk of other models. A simple, durable, reliable wrist watch.

Review 9

If your interested in a no flash, timeless, simplistic design then this watch is for you. This
G-Shock is a step up from Casio classic DW-6500. It add solar charging, world time, 5 alarms,
and the ability to sync with 6 different stations around the world. As a fan of Casio’s Square
G-Shocks this one in particular is one of my favs. It keeps that classic look and durability while
improving on it.

Review 10
This model is considered a must have by most G-Shock aficionados. It’s the classic G-Square
model, but updated with solar power and atomic clock time sync features. It also has the World
Time feature. It’s a rock-solid watch that is nearly indestructible.

Table 10: Example summary generated by SELSUM with highlighted errors. In this summary, the system incor-
rectly generated cons with quantifiers.
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Gold

Verdict If you need to keep rodents away from several small places, this is a good option.

Pros
Available in packs of 1, 2, 3, or 4. Deters rodents of all kinds. Safe to use around kids and pets -
no noticeable sound. Comes with a built-in night light. Easy to use - just plug in any room where
pests are detected.

Cons Does not repel insects, only rodents. Takes about a week to work.

Generated

Verdict
If you are looking for an inexpensive way to attract and control rodents, this 3-pack of nightlights
is a good choice.

Pros
Three nightlights for indoor or outdoor use. Lightweight, compact, and easy to store. Can be
used indoors or outdoors.

Cons
Not as effective against rodents as it is for trapping them. Some reports of the nightlights not
working.

Selected Reviews

Review 1
Description and photo showed 2 nightlights. Package arrived with one nightlight and 2 unlit
units. Kinda annoying Overall, does what it’s designed to do.

Review 2
Decent product. Rarely see anything anymore only thing is it messes with the frequency of your
belongings like microwave toaster etc my advice is keep them low level but overall nice.

Review 3 So far, these have worked great for ants actually. We haven’t seen any critters at all.

Review 4
I can’t say how well they work as far as rodents go, but I have yet to see one EVER in my house.
I love the little light it illuminates on the floor. It is fantastic at night and gives me piece of mind
for little critters.

Review 5 We have not had any more mice in our garage!

Review 6
These little babies actually seem to work! We live in an area with lots of pests. I put 6 of these
around the house and we haven’t had any issues whatsoever.

Review 7
Bought one of these devices and used while at winter home. When we returned see no sign of
critters where we installed.

Review 8 I can’t believe it seems to drive them away! Happy Camper.

Review 9

The nightlights on all 3 stopped working less than 6 months after I started using them. I called
the company and was told that if the nightlights are out then the product isn’t working. They
advertise that these will last for 3-5 years. Did the product work when the nightlights were
working? I don’t know because I was still trapping mice in the traps that were nearby!

Review 10 Excellent. I put 2 in each room. I haven’t seen a trace since.

Table 11: Example summary generated by RANDSEL, where reviews are randomly sampled in training and testing.
Extrinsic hallucinations are marked in red, intrinsic in orange. When random review subsets are used, the decoder
is forced to invent ‘novel’ content in training leading to hallucinations in test time.


